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Abstract
A good-quality teacher may determines a good-quality learning, thus good-quality students will be the results. In
order to have a good-quality learning, a lot of strategies and methods can be adopted. The objective of this
research is to improve students’ ability in determining the rules of a numeric sequence and analysing the
effectiveness of the implementation of the n-term to determine the rule of a number. A research classroom
method administered at the State Islamic Junior High School Malang-Indonesia is adopted. The results show that
the implementation of the n term formula may improve the students’ ability in determining the numeric sequence
in the State Islamic Junior High School Malang-Indonesia. Some suggestions are offered: a) observation of
learning activities should always be made to obtain inputs on the implementation; b) learning innovations should
always be made to base on facts obtained through observation; c) the results of this study may be used for
reference for further development in learning numeric sequences that enable students to be more interested in
studying mathematics.
Keywords: good-quality learning, numerical sequence, the n term formula
1. Introduction
Each learning approach may be used as teacher guide in designing learning activities as efforts to help students
attain their learning objectives. The learning approach is a systematic procedure as a teacher guide in designing
their learning activities to reach their predetermined learning objectives (Sakdiyah, 2006; Utomo, 2007; Nurdin,
2007).
A learning strategy adopted cannot be said to the best strategy for all learning materials, but for a certain material.
(Arends, 1997; Noraini, 2005). In determining an appropriate strategy, it is the teacher who determines, since he
is a very important part in the learning activities and the main factor in the process of improving the quality of
education (Fasli & Dedi, 2001; Sakdiyah, 2006), besides, students, curriculum, facilities and infrastructure
factors (Bafadal, 2004; In’am, 2012). A teacher is a human element that heavily determines the success of
education that is why it can be stated that the improvement of school quality is dependent upon teacher
professionalism (Bafadal, 2004; In’am, 2012). A good-quality teacher may commit a quality learning, implying
that good-quality students will be the result (Wahyudin, 2007; In’am, 2012), and to reach such a quality learning,
a lot of strategies and approached may be adopted.
There are various factors influencing the success in learning mathematics. A successful teacher of mathematics
should be able to cope with and to solve any learning problems in the class intelligently (Nik Aziz, 2008; I Made,
2008). There are some matters to pay attention in mathematics learning namely: a) students are actively involved
in their learning and are learning mathematics meaningfully accompanied with working and thinking and doing
their learning to learn; b) any new information should be related to other information, so that it will unite into a
scheme students possess to make any comprehension of complex information happen; c) learning is oriented into
investigation and discovery which is principally problem solving in nature (Hudoyo, 2005; Noraini, 2005).
On the basis of observation the researchers have made, students are often difficult to determine the n term
formula from the numerical sequence with certain patterns. The patterns and rules prevailed between one
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numerical sequence and another might be different, since the numerical sequence cannot be categorized into an
arithmetic sequence.
From the description above, it is necessary to change the implementation of the learning activities and to make
researches in order to solve the problem. Therefore, the following two research questions were addressed in this
study:
1)

How is the implementation of the n-term forluma to improve the ability in determining the rule of numeric
sequence of the students in State Islamic Junior High School Malang-Indonesia?

2)

How is the effectiveness of the implementation of the n-term formula to determine the rule of the numeric
sequence of the students in State Islamic Junior High School Malang-Indonesia?

2. Review of Literature
Mathematics is one of subjects taught in almost each type and level of education, from elementary up to higher
education levels, either in general or vocational education. According to the curriculum of elementary and
secondary schools, the form of the mathematics is a school mathematics, of which its elements are chosen in
terms of education interest and development of science and technology (Soedjadi, 2000). The presentation of
objects in mathematics should not start from definition or theorem, but adjusted to the student intellectual
development. It is that differentiates between school mathematics and mathematics as a science (Soedjadi, 2000).
2.1 Learning of Mathematics
Any effort made to develop any learning is always intended to improve the quality of student comprehension
about the materials (Jerome, 2005; In’am, Saad & Ghani, 2012). This also happens in the learning mathematics
and the development of curriculum is still needed. There are four main questions to develop the curriculum of
mathematics: a) why is mathematics taught?; b) what is taught?; c) how to teach mathematics and d) to whom is
it taught? (Hudoyo, 2005).
2.2 Factors Improving the Quality of Mathematics Learning
Something which is really relied on to improve the quality of education at schools are teacher professionalization,
mastery of materials, and wide insights that serve as a stepping stone into professional teachers (In’am, 2010). A
teacher is formally born by a teacher training and education institution (Fasli & Dedi, 2001). As an institution
working in producing teachers automatically has various qualities due to various factors influencing the process
of education. As a consequence, teachers produced also vary in quality. Such various qualities will produce
diverse results, and this could be studied and investigated in order to find the best solution.
The mastery of materials is a must for teachers, and they should always enrich and improve their teaching
materials which are directly or indirectly taught to their students. Dealing with the presentations of the materials,
teachers should pay attention to where, when and to whom the materials are given. If teachers really master their
materials, the materials taught will be relatively easy to be understood by students, but if this mastery is ignored,
students will not maximum understand the materials, and this condition will result in low quality students. It is
which is called understanding of student characteristics.
Dealing with the teaching style, either concerning with the way of starting teaching, speaking, writing on the
board or of dressing really influence students’ comprehension of the materials. A teacher with sad face, for
instance, will make students difficult to understand the material he teaches. Therefore, a teacher should try to
show their top performance by showing their enthusiasm and bright smile, sincerity, willingness to guide, to
motivate, and to lead students so that students may understand and comprehend the materials taught.
Not every teacher is capable of conveying ideas well. Some teachers, especially those teaching exact sciences,
have hindrances in communication, and it is not the case of those teaching social sciences. However teachers
should be capable in extending ideas and this capability can be improved by continuous trainings, although this
capability has been trained during their teacher training and education.
The extend to which students master the materials should be capably measured by teachers. Such a measurement
can show to the teacher whether his/her teaching style can be accepted by students, whether the material is too
difficult for students, whether the time allotted to the material is enough, and the like.
Choosing teaching profession, teachers should always try to improve their capabilities in the their profession by
renewing their knowledge in order to be able to follow the development of the subjects they teach, to understand
the development of their students’ social condition, to improve their expertise in conveying their learning
materials to make their students understand them.
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2.3 Creativity in Mathematics Learning
One of objectives in doing an activity is to find out meanings from something being done. It is also the case in
the thinking process, namely to attain meaning. John Dewey in Azizi (2005) defines that thinking is an operation
making use of the existing facts in order to design other new facts that can be believed based on the existing facts,
meanwhile Chaffe (1991) in Azizi (2005) defines that thinking is an extraordinary process used in the decision
making and problem solving processes.
A thinking activity involves three components: mental operation, knowledge and attitude. Thinking consists of
mental activities, namely an operation made by the brain. Cognitive operation is used to find out the existing
meaning, and it consists of two components namely skillfulness and process. A skillfulness is special and brief
such as a processing skillfulness that functions to analyze and to synthesize, and thinking is critical and creative,
meanwhile process or strategy is complex, such as in decision making and problem solving (Noraini, 2005).
A cognitive operation comprises an operation that lead and guide skillfulness and cognitive process,
meta-cognition is usually known as the thinking about thinking itself, realizing about what is known and
anything that is not understood (In’am, 2012).
Dealing with the numerical sequence learning, to make students have critical and creative thinking, teachers
should lead the process. This will help students solve problems by making relevant and appropriate decisions.
What teachers can do to bring about students’ creativity and criticality to solve numerical sequence problems is
to introduce and to explain an arithmetic sequence as materials to comprehend a rule of numerical sequence.
3. Methodology
3.1 Research Design and Setting
It is a classroom action reserach intended to implement the n-term formula in order to improve the students’
abilities in determining the rules of numeric sequence. This classroom action research consisted of two cycles,
first is a preliminary reflection on the learning activities that had been done, then planning was made and
continued into action, and reflection was made in order to make a plan used to do the second cycle.
3.2 Participants
This research was the ninth grade students of The State Islamic Junior High School Malang-Indonesia,
consisting of 25 students, 12 boys, and 13 girls. On the basis of the observation the researcher made during the
learning activities, preliminary data were obtain that students often had difficulties in determining the n term
formula of a numerical sequence.
3.3 Instrument
The instruments used to obtain the data were the learning implementation monitoring and learning achievement
tests to see the students’ learning results before and after the learning implementation.
The evaluation of the validity of the learning implementation monitoring instrument was made by two experts
and 3.5 scores were obtained, and on the basis of the criteria of the instrument validity, if the average score is
higher that 3, it can be stated that the instrument meets the validity. So that it can be stated that the instrument
fulfils the requirement of validity. Meanwhile to understand the realibility of the instrument, two persons
watched the implementation and in this matter Grinnell’s (1988) agreement percentage formula was adopted and
the reliability coefficient of R= 0.85 was obtained and this shows that R > 0.75, meaning that this instrument
meets of reliability.
The validity test of the learning results was made through a try-out intended to obtain an item validity namely the
extent of the support of each item to the whole score by counting the correlation between the items score and the
whole score, while the reliability of the instrument was analysed by using the correlation evaluation r using the
split-half method (Suharsimi, 2009). On the basis of try-out result, the r values were 0.78; 0.74; 0.63; 0.87 and
0.68, and it can be stated that the evaluation tes of the learning results met the validity, meanwhile the internal
consistency reliability of the scale (Cronbach alpha) was 0.79.
3.4 Data Collection, Procedure and Analysis
The data were the results of student learning before and after actions and to obtain the data, a comprehension test
was administrated. The collected data were in the form of the final grades from the first and the second cycles.
To solve the problems, the researcher tried to do learning activities emphasizing the use of the n term formula of
an arithmetic numerical sequence to facilitate the student comprehension in an effort to find out the formula.
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The implementation of action consists of four stages namely, planning, action, observation and reflection with its
activities of each stage as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The plan of action and its implementation
Stages

Activities

Planning (problem
identification and the
determination of problem
solving alternatives)

Deternining the n-term formula from the numerical sequence will be determined
by trial and error as stated in the student worksheet. But in fact students have
various difficulties in looking for the n-term formula from a numerical sequence.

Action

Discovering the n-term formula will be made by trial and error by paying
attention to the characteristics of a numerical sequence.

Observation

The focus of the observation will be on the determination of the n-term formula
from a numerical sequence.

Reflection

. The results of the observation will be analyzed to obtain the picture on the
impacts from the action made and anything to do for the next action.

The analysis made was the guide of individual grades based on student mastery in terms of two things as follows:
a) individual students are said to be successful in achieving the predetermined mastery if they reach minimum
mastery level of 80% or scores of 75; b) students are said to master the numerical sequence if 80% students
reach75% of the predetermined evaluation aspect.
5. Results
This research activity was made in two cycles, where each consisted of four activities, namely planning, action,
observation and reflection. The success in the implementation of this research is determined by a certain criterion
namely mastery learning.
5.1 The Implementation of the Use of the N-Term Formula in Learning
The learning implementation consisted of two cycles with which each cycle was made four stages as follows.
5.1.1 The First Cycle
As previously said, each cycle consists of four stages namely planning, implementation, observation and
reflection.
The first activity is planning, which is intended to plan the learning implementation, where standard of
competence and basic competence students should master should be paid attention. The chosen standard of
competence in this present study is to comprehend the numerical sequence and series and their uses to solve
problems and the basic competence is to determine patterns of simple numerical sequence. Based on the basic
competence, students should master the attainment indicators, namely: a) stating everyday problems related to
numerical sequence; b) being familiar with elements of numerical sequence and series; and c) determining the n
term formula.
On the basis of the planning in the learning implementation, the teachers started his learning activities with
apperception through recalling the numerical sequence. By sharing with students, the depth of their mastery of
the numerical sequence was known.
The next activity is to learn the numerical sequence through dialogues. To help students comprehend the
sequence, the teacher made use of marbles to demonstrate the numerical sequence. And as the last stage, students
did exercises under the teacher guidance.
The next activity is the observation the teacher made with the help from a observation team where the duty is to
observe the learning activities. The observation started from the beginning of the learning activity, namely
apperception, to the students doing exercises. At this state, there were few students who were interested in
learning mathematics, seen from their participation and from their questions they asked. They were also reluctant
to do exercises of which the number of the exercises was relatively high.
From the observation, the scores the students obtained were less satisfactory and from responses to the four
questions from the observation instrument, it seemed that most students were not interested in asking and
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answering them yet and in the learning materials. Moreover there were also many students who were reluctant to
do the exercises. Therefore, he teacher decided to continue the study by improving the plan in the learning
implementation.
5.1.2 The Second Cycle
In order to improve the quality of learning in the first cycle, the second cycle was done with the same stages as in
the first cycle.
The plan in the second cycle was made by improving the design of learning implementation based on the results
of the observation activities in the reflection. The improvement made is in making a plan in learning the
numerical sequence and series making use of arithmetic sequence in order to determine the rule of the numerical
sequence which is different with that of arithmetic sequence. This also occurred in the second stage.
On the basis of the plan in the learning implementation which were improved based on the observation and
reflection in the first cycle, the learning activity began with the apperception, namely discussing the homework,
and recalling the elements of the sequence and series.
Then, the students were grouped into some groups to discuss the sequence and series and their elements namely
the first term, the second term, the n tem, difference and ratio. The next is that students discussed the n term
formula and to share the results of their group discussion with other groups. After talking about various things on
sequences and their elements, students did exercises dealing with the numerical sequence.
The teacher, as in the first cycle, with the help of an observer, observed the condition of the learning activity. On
the basis of the observation instrument, in the implementation of the learning activities in the second cycle, the
results of observation showed that: a) the student participation in learning was relatively good; b) the students
showed a good enthusiasm in the discussion as seen in the question-answer activities, this due to the fact that the
way the teacher explained how to obtained the n term rule from a numerical sequence different from the
arithmetic sequence is more easily understood than the trial-and-error mode made so far; c) students were more
interested in learning the sequence and the series; and d) the students were more happy with learning the material
of the numerical sequence.
From the results of the observation, it can be reflected that in the learning activities, innovations should always
be made as in learning the sequence. The students felt that they were easy to learn the sequence and series,
especially from the application of the n term formula of an arithmetic sequence into the numerical sequence with
differential (b) as in the arithmetic sequence and the numerical sequence with differential (b) as in the second
cycle.
From the results of the second cycle, it can said that the learning design would not be continued into the next
cycle, since the results of the observation and tests showed satisfactory condition and achievement.
The implementation of the classroom action research in the two cycles show satisfactory results either viewed
from the results of observation or the results of the tests made at the ends of the first and second cycles. The
following will be presented the results of observation and tests:
5.1.3 Observation of the Implementation if Learning Activities
Observations in the learning activities were made by the teacher with the help colleagues using the observation
instruments. The results of the observation of the implementation of the learning activities during the two cycles
consisting of four sessions are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Observation of the learning activities
Cycle-1 (f/%)

Student Activities
Student participation in asking questions
Student participation in giving answers
Student interest in the learning materials
Student enthusiasm to do tests

Cycle-2 (f/%)

1

2

1

2

6(24%)
7(28%)
8(32%)
5(20%)

8(32%)
8(32%)
6(24%)
9(36%)

15(60%)
14(56%)
17(68%)
13(52%)

20(80%)
19(76%)
21(84%)
15(60%)

Table 2 shows that student participation to ask and to answer questions increased from the cycle 1 to the cycle 2
from 24% to 80%. It shows that the way teacher taught the sequence by applying the rules of arithmetic
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sequence makes students like to participate, either to ask and to answer questions, and to study the learning
materials with a meaningful increase. Moreover, the student enthusiasm to do exercises also increases
significantly. In the cycle 1, there were 20 students who show such an enthusiasm, but this increases 60% at the
end of cycle two.
Student interest in the learning materials at the end of the cycle 2 occupies the highest rank from the four
questions in the observation instrument with the frequency and percentage of 21(84%), meanwhile the student
enthusiasm, 15(60%).
Student participation in answering questions shows the least frequency than the other three, but this difference is
not meaningful. This means that the four questions shows that there is a meaningful increase from the movement
in the first meeting of the first cycle to the second meeting of the second cycle.
The results show that at the second cycle, the students are more interested in learning mathematics using an
approach to searching the n term formula of the arithmetic sequence applied in the numerical sequence with a
differential (b).
5.2 The Effectivenes of the Use of the N-Term Formula in Learning
To understand a success in learning and in the mastery of learning materials, tests are needed. From the results of
observation, in the first and second meeting, students were reluctant to do exercises, but in the third and fourth
meetings, most students were not reluctant anymore to do exercises. They were happy with going the exercises,
and this implies for doing tests at the end of the cycle.
Table 3. The comparison of the test results of the first and second cycles
Student
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Score of Mathematics Test of
Cycle-1
80
80
65
80
70
60
60
65
85
60
60
80
65
55
65
65
80
80
65
80
80
65
65
75
65

Score of Mathematics Test of
Cycle-2
90
100
100
100
90
85
80
100
100
70
100
100
75
65
100
80
85
100
75
100
100
80
75
90
95

Increase
10
20
35
20
20
15
20
35
15
10
40
20
10
10
35
15
5
20
10
20
20
25
10
15
30

%
12.5
25.0
53.8
25.0
28.6
25.0
30.0
53.8
17.6
16.7
66.7
25.0
15.4
18.2
53.8
23.1
6.3
25.0
15.4
25.0
25.0
38.5
15.4
20.0
46.2

The results of the tests administrated at the end of the first and second cycles showed a meaningful increase. No
students showed any decrease and the percentage in the increase is from 5.3% to 66.7%, with the average in
increase of 28.28%, and this shows that all students show an increase in score. Those shows a low increase in
percentage is due to the fact that their scores at the end of the first cycle are relatively high, whereas those with a
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relatively high increase are caused by their low scores in the first cycle and they then show meaningful increases
at the end of the second cycle.
Some criteria are adopted to determine the learning mastery: a) an individual student is said to be successful in
attaining indicators of the determined mastery if he/she at least reaches a level of mastery of minimum 80% or
she/he gets a minimal grade of 75; b) Students are said to have mastered the learning of the numerical sequence
if 80% of all students have attained 75% of the evaluation aspect that has been determined before.
6. Discussion
The implementation of the n-term formula to determine a numerical sequence may improve the students’
abilities in determining the numerical sequence in learning an arithmetics. The results of study showed that the
tests done in the cycle 1 and 2 showed that there is some increase. But it can be stated that the implementation of
learning in the first cycle had not met the criteria so that the second cycle should be done. The teacher got an
idea to continue into the second cycle due to the fact that the students still had difficulties in determining the
n-term formula by trial and error. It is in line with the statement may by Joyce, Bruce & Weil (2009), that a
learning model is a design that may be used to design and to lead learning activities. Meanwhile Eggen &
Kauchack (2009) say that a learning model is a perspective on learning designed to attain certain learning
objectives.
Seeing the importance of studying and building a learning model giving priority on students as a center for the
learning implementation and reducing the teacher roles, may experts trying to build learning models may lead
and motivate students to be more innovative and creative in their learning activities. Sakdiyah (2006) developed
a learning model on numbers for seventh grade students using the constructivist principle. Nurdin (2007)
employed this principle, and also Utomo (2007) in primary schools.
Another research showed that in order to attain educational objectives, there are some factors considered namely
students, curriculum, facilities and infrastructures and teachers (Abd Rahim, 2005; Bafadal, 2004), and a teacher
is the main factors in the educational process and is an important part of learning (Bafadal, 2004; Fasli & Dedi,
2001). Therefore, teachers should always make some innovations and creativities in their learning activities.
High quality teachers may make high quality learning activities, implying that high quality students are the
results, and it means that a high quality education will be resulted.
A high quality teacher is one aspect of the implementation of professionalism in doing a his/her job, therefore,
some improvements should be made through a reform in education while paying attention to the teaching and
learning concepts on how teachers and students should do their learning activities (Brook & Brook, 1993; Wina,
2008). The reform in education means any efforts to create programs focused on the improvement in learning
qualities, so that the learning activities are really those for solving failures students face in learning.
Dealing with mathematics, there are many studies showing that materials in mathematics are those with high
percentage of potential failures and with the medium achievement among the majority students (Saad, 2004).
The results are in line with the concern among scholars in mathematics with students’ problems in solving
mathematics problems, but most educatiors realize that students have difficulties in solding mathematics
problems (Saad, 2004). Solbing a mathematics problems is an abstract and complicated process and involves
human thinking and thinking prower. (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM],2000).
Some other studies showed that any difficulties in and approaches to algebra are always caused by arithmetic
learnings focused on the algebraic decision process compared with a structured aspect. Learning algebra
emphasizes various situations (Sfard, 1995). Some studies in the field of algebra are based on the problem
solving dealing with strategies and concepts where teachers should make more effective learning activities in the
classrooms (Saad, 2004).
From the descriptions above, it is shown that the study in this research gives some additional knowledge and also
innovations and creativities in the implementation of learning mathematics, especies in arithmetics, so that it
may improve the students’ comprehension on the materials their learn.
7. Conclusion
On the basis of the analysis and interpretation, it can be concluded that:
1)

The implementation of the n term formula to determine a numerical sequence consisiting of four aspects
improves in either the cycle-1 or cycle-2 as summarized: a) the average percentage of student participation
in asking questions increased from 28% in the cycle-1 into 70% in the cycle-2; b) the average percentage of
students in answering questions increased from 30% in the cycle-1 into 76% in the cycle-2; c) the average
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percentage of student interest in the learning materials increased from 28% in the cycle-1 becoming 76% in
the cycle -2 and d) the average percentage of student enthusiasm in doing problems increased from 38% in
the cycle-1 becoming 56% in the cycle-2.
2)

The implementation of the n term formula to determine the numerical sequence was very effective and it is
shown by the test results made on the cycle-1 to the cycle-2 that showed an improvement. The percentage
of the increase was from 6.3% to 66.7% with tthe average increase of 28.28%.

From the results of this research, some suggestions are offered: a) the learning activities should always be
observed in order to get inputs to the implementation; b) learning innovations should always be made on the
basis of the facts obtained through observations made; c) the results of this research can be made as a reference
to make further development in learning the numerical sequence that enables students to be more interested in
learning.
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